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Abstract

This article proposes that in at least 11 different instances, the prophet Nahum alluded to the founding
of Nineveh in Genesis 10 and the Tower of Babel account in Genesis 11. These allusions have not
received scholarly attention even though they impact interpretation. These allusions place the events
of Nahum in the context of God scattering the earliest Mesopotamians. The judgment in Nahum follows
the pattern of Babel. God would come down from heaven, incapacitate a rebellion, and scatter the
rebels. This hypothesis contradicts the widely-held belief that Nahum declared the annihilation of the
Assyrians. As this article shows, the judgments in Nahum result not in extermination, but in dispersion. It is
argued that Nahum begins the process in which a remnant from Assyria would be redeemed to worship
God, as Isaiah had prophesied decades before.
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Introduction
The diminutive and oft-neglected book of Nahum
prophesied the fall of the capital of the Assyrian
Empire. In Nahum’s lifetime, Nineveh stood as the
most ostentatious, feared, and impenetrable city in
the world. Decades of pillage had poured gold, silver,
cedars, and slaves into the city.2 Three generations of
kings used these spoils to expand, gild, reinforce, and
arm the capital.3 Yet, Nineveh’s glory proved shortlived.
Nineveh’s prominence in Scripture leads many to
exaggerate its importance in Assyria’s history. The
city is mentioned in the tenth chapter of the Bible

and then is the subject of two entire books. Despite
such notable attention, Nineveh served as Assyria’s
capital for less than a century (705 BC–612 BC). For
most of Assyrian history it languished behind Ashur
and Calah. Still, at a time when Nineveh was not
yet the capital, the author of Jonah stated, “Now
Nineveh was a great city to God” (Jonah 3:3; my
literal translation; unless otherwise noted, biblical
translations are mine). Its birth merited mention in
the Table of Nations. Many centuries later, Nahum
would declare its demise.
The nature of this demise is the focus of this article.
In Nahum, God revisited an ancient judgment upon

I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their feedback, which proved helpful in improving the article.
Assyrian royal inscriptions routinely boasted of tribute extorted and captured. For instance, “The surplus payment of all of the
lands, (including) that of the distant Medes—from whom none of the kings, my ancestors, had received tribute—together with
the wagons, chariots, vehicles of the king of the Elamites, the king of Babylon, and Chaldea that I had captured, along with the
countless equipment that I had accumulated: I had (all of these things) carried to the treasury of that palace and brought inside it”
(Royal Inscriptions of the Neo-Asssyrian Period 3 034; parentheses and italics original); “By means of earthworks [and] battering
rams, I captured the city Sarrabānu. I carried off 55,000 people, together with their possessions, his booty, his property, his goods,
his wife, his sons, his daughters, and his gods. I de[stroyed, devastated, (and) bu]rned [with fire] that city, together with cities in
its environs, and turned (them) into mounds of ruins” (Royal Inscriptions of the Neo-Assyrian Period 1 47; parentheses and brackets
original).
3
As Pinker (2005, 85–86) states, “The Assyrian Empire was forged in the crucible of invasion, war and conquest. The land-holding
upper classes consisted almost entirely of military commanders who grew wealthy from the spoils taken in war. The army was the
largest standing army ever seen in the Middle East or Mediterranean. The Assyrians’ iron swords, lances, metal armor, chariots,
and battering rams made them an awesome and fearsome enemy. This military elite and Assyrian military promoted a policy
of military activism. Continued military campaigns and extensive building projects were, however, very expensive. Much of the
cost of Assyrian imperialism and architectonic grandeur had to be shouldered by its vassal states.” Sennacherib, upon taking the
throne, moved the capital from Dur-Sharruken to Nineveh. His inscriptions detail the massive expansion that followed: “At that
time, Nineveh, the exalted cult center, the city loved by the goddess Ištar in which all of the rituals for gods and goddesses are
present; the enduring foundation (and) eternal base whose plan had been designed by the stars (lit.“writing”) of the firmament
and whose arrangement was made manifest since time immemorial; a sophisticated place (and) site of secret lore in which every
kind of skilled craftsmanship, all of the rituals, (and) the secret(s) of the lalgar (cosmic subterranean water) are apprehended; in
which since time immemorial earlier kings, my ancestors, before me exercised dominion over Assyria and ruled the subjects of the
god Enlil; (but) not one among them had conceived of and put his mind towards increasing the site of the city, building wall(s),
straightening the streets, or dredging the river (and) planting orchards; nor had any (of them) paid heed to (or) shown interest in
the palace inside it, the seat of lordly dwelling whose site had become too small (and) whose construction was inexpert: (But) as
for me, Sennacherib, king of the world, king of Assyria, the performing of this work came to my attention by the will of the gods
and I put my mind to it. I forcibly removed the people of Chaldea, Aramean (tribes), the land of the Manneans, the lands Que and
Ḫilakku, (and) Philistia, and the land (of the city) Tyre, who had not submitted to my yoke, then I made them carry baskets (of
earth) and they made bricks” (Royal Inscriptions of the Neo-Assyrian Period 3 017; parentheses and italics original).
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an ancient city. What follows will contend that the
prophet framed the downfall of Nineveh using
imagery from the Tower of Babel. Contrary to the
understanding of most commentators, Nahum did not
primarily prophesy the slaughter of the Assyrians—
he promised their dispersion. This dispersion began
the fulfilment of Isaiah’s Assyrian benediction:
“Blessed be Egypt my people, and Assyria the work of
my hands, and Israel mine inheritance” (Isaiah 19:25
KJV; italics original).
Nahum, the Poet
This investigation begins with the prophet. Nothing
is known of Nahum beyond details discerned in the
text. He came from Elkosh (1:1)—a town unknown
to archaeology (Allis 1955, 76). He lived during the
reigns of the most brutal king in Assyria’s history
(Ashurbanipal) and the most depraved monarch
in Judah’s (Manasseh; 2 Kings 21).4 I have argued
elsewhere that Nahum saw his vision in 639 BC
(Cook 2016a). Whether or not this is correct, it is well
established that Nahum prophesied in the latter half
of the seventh century before Christ (Christensen
2009, 52–58).
The text reveals one more biographical detail—
one agreed upon by all who have studied the book,
regardless of theological commitment. Nahum wrote
superb poetry.5 Even his most vocal twentiethcentury critic admitted that he
has an unexcelled capacity to bring a situation vividly
before the mind’s eye. His constructive imagination lays
hold of the central elements of a scene and with realistic
imagery and picturesque phraseology recreates it for
his readers. Accurate and detailed observation assists
in giving his pictures verisimilitude . . . . Through the
whole scene there moves a mighty passion and a great
joy which lift the narrative out of the commonplace
into the majestic and make of it great literature.

(Smith 1911, 273–274)
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Proper understanding of Nahum depends upon this
point.
Nahum’s abilities create a conundrum for modern
scholars. Almost every verse contains confusing
syntax. An interpreter of the Hebrew has two
options: to come humbly before the words or to
deem the text defective. Unfortunately, mainstream
scholarship usually adopts the latter course without
recognizing the inconsistent logic.6 This is done
despite textual evidence that “the consonantal text
has been handed down with incredible accuracy for
nearly two thousand years at least” (Cathcart 1973,
13). The giftedness of the poet and the consistency of
the ancient manuscripts both commend the integrity
of the book.7 The deficiency is ours, not Nahum’s.
The Scatterer
Unanticipated vocabulary causes much of the
confusion. Nahum simply did not write what scholars
think he should have. Time after time, Nahum
inserted a word that defies the assumed context. One
such word points to Babel.
As the book turns to the battle for Nineveh, the
text announces God’s principle weapon. The prophet
envisioned one man coming against the Assyrian
juggernaut and its fortified capital. Nahum called
him  ֵמ ִפיץ.
Throughout the centuries, translators have
struggled to identify this man. The word is a hiphil
masculine singular participle of the verb “( פוץto
spread, disperse”). The solitary figure is named as a
doer of the verb—he disperses. The King James
Version translates  ֵמ ִפיץas “He that dashes in pieces.”
The New American Standard Bible calls him, “The
one who scatters.” Others deem him “scatterer”
(ESV), “shatterer” (NRSV), or “attacker” (NIV).
History records that Nineveh was destroyed in
612 BC. Nebuchadnezzar led the assault of a combined
force of Babylonians and Medes—both armies

Nahum recites Ashurbanipal’s atrocities against Thebes in 3:8–10. Assyrian records reveal gross atrocities on numerous occasions,
but perhaps the most severe occurred when Ashurbanipal subdued an Elamite rebellion in 639 BC. The influential assyriologist,
H. W. F. Saggs (1984, 116) was so appalled by these actions that he denounced them millennia later: “Earlier Assyrian kings had
been harsh, yes, ruthless. Where there was rebellion, they crushed it; where opposition, they destroyed it. But only Ashurbanipal
put vindictiveness on display; only he slashed the face of a dead enemy, desecrated tombs of the dead he had not been able to punish
when living, spared the lives of captive kings that he might humiliate them better living than dead. It is not the historian’s part to
lay blame, but the historian must record; and malice as a driving force behind the later Ashurbanipal is a fact of history.”
5
Examples of scholars who endorse Nahum’s message and praise his skill include Longman (1993); Allis (1955); Patterson and
Travers (1990). Works critical of Nahum’s theology include Smith (1911); Mihelic (1948); Sanderson (1992); Baumann (2005).
6
Christensen (2009, 65) reveals how dominant this idea has become: “A glance at the footnotes in BHS [Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia] suggests that the Hebrew text of Nahum is poorly preserved, with 103 possible emendations suggested in 47 verses
(for an average of more than 2 suggested emendations per verse). The initial impression is that the transmitted text is almost
hopelessly corrupt.” These proposed changes have almost no basis in the ancient manuscripts: “With the exception of minor details,
the text of Codex L is supported by the scroll of the Twelve Prophets found at Wadi Murrabbaʿat (= Mur) and the commentary on
the book of Nahum found at Qumran (=4QpNah). The Greek translation of the LXX differs from the MT in a number of places, but
these differences can be explained as misunderstanding or interpretive glossing on the part of the translator rather than as the use
of a different Hebrew text” (Christensen 2009, 64).
7
Spronk (1997, 6) expresses this idea well: “The present commentary proceeds on the presupposition that the difficult texts in this
book are due to the originality of the poet and not to a corruption of the text.” Later on, he (1997, 57) reiterates “One should show
more respect for the freedom and creativity of the ancient poet and perhaps the modern interpreter should be more patient and
modest when trying to understand what the poet may have had in mind.”
4
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loathed the Assyrians—and took the city in a fourmonth siege (Cook 2016b, 4–6). The devastation was
so total that before Austen Henry Layard uncovered
the ruins in 1849, the biblical accounts of the city
and empire were considered legendary—or at least
exaggerated—by many.8 Therefore, the choice of a
word that means “scatterer” strikes scholars as odd.
The confusion stems from misunderstanding
Nahum’s purpose. The book is often read as “a violent,
nationalistic book, one morally repugnant to modern
persons” (O’Brien 2009, 105). Even those who defend
the book believe that “God himself decreed the
destruction of Assyria. He would make their grave.
The whole people would be killed and buried together
because they were ‘vile’” (Barker and Bailey 1998,
189). This presupposition, however, is at odds with
the text. Hebrew contains many words more suitable
to describing the obliteration of a city than “scatterer.”
Assuming Nahum chose  ֵמ ִפיץbecause it most suited
his purpose, the annihilation presumption has
problems.
At this point a clarification is in order. It is not the
creature’s place to question the actions of the Creator.
God does not need permission to exercise His
judgment. Humans have no authority to question it.
The purpose of this article is not to re-read a prophecy
in order to excise portions that disagree with modern
sensibilities. Many other prophetic passages declare
God’s violent judgment. Obadiah, for instance, does
decree the obliteration of a rebellious people. The
question at hand is merely whether Nahum does as
well. “Rightly dividing the word of truth” (2 Timothy
2:15 KJV) requires interpreting the text as it stands—
allowing it to speak for itself. Nahum’s words simply
do not prophesy the destruction of common Assyrians.
The best proof of this comes from Nahum 3:17–18:
Your courtiers are as locusts and your marshals are
as swarms of locusts, camping in the walls in a cold
day. The sun rises and they are chased away and no
one knows where they are. Your shepherds sleep, O
king of Assyria. Your nobles are lying down. Your
people are scattered upon the mountains and no one
gathers them.

As the book culminates, Nahum describes the fate
of five groups: courtiers, marshals, shepherds,
nobles, and people. Note their state. They either are
scattered or sleeping. In the Hebrew, the courtiers,
marshals, and people are acted upon. The scatterer
has done his job.
Not even the king of Assyria is killed. A careful
reading of Nahum shows the enemies of God under
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judgment and crippled, with the exception of 2:14
(2:13 Eng.), where “a sword will devour your young
lions.” The most macabre passage, 3:1–3, depicts
countless dead bodies, yet 3:4 demonstrates that the
corpses were a result of Nineveh’s lust rather than
God’s sword (Achtemeier 1986, 22–23). As the city
falls, the population flees (2:9; 2:8 Eng.), the gates are
broken (3:13), and the Assyrian sovereign no longer
exercises any control over his wayward people (3:17–
19). Throughout the book, the military invasion and
the resulting destruction of Nineveh results in a
scattering, not an obliteration (Cook 2016d, 195–206)
Why would God send  ֵמ ִפיץagainst Nineveh?
Because God planned to redeem an Assyrian
remnant. As with Babel, redemption required
scattering. Variations on the Hebrew verb  פוץappear
 1:8, )נ(וַ ּיָ ֶפץ, ,and 11:9 (יצם
ָ ) ֱה ִפ
in Genesis 11:4 ()נָ פּוץ, 1
where the people build the tower as a protection
against scattering, yet God proceeds to scatter them.
Nahum used one of the most conspicuous and
repeated verbs from the Babel narrative to commence
the downfall of Nineveh. As in the Babel account, a
Mesopotamian people were united in rebellion
against God and under the control of a despot. Nahum
declared that control shattered. God would liberate
the Assyrians from their overlords and disperse
them. In Nahum, a single man would come to set
Isaiah’s remnant free. He would fulfill in Assyria
God’s promise that in Abraham “all families of the
earth will be blessed” (Genesis 12:3).
Genesis 10–11
While the above argument begins with the word
 ֵמ ִפיץ, it does not depend upon it. Nahum invoked
allusions from Genesis 10–11 throughout his text. He
did this by mimicking syntax from Genesis 10:6, 11,
22, and 11:3–8. This article will now examine these
allusions before considering their cumulative
importance.
Genesis 10:11
This task begins with Genesis 10:11 and the
founding of Nineveh. Because of ambiguity in the
Hebrew word  ַאּׁשּור, this verse has two possible
interpretations. In Hebrew, Genesis 10:11 reads,

ת־כ ַלח ִ׃
ֽ ָ ת־רחֹ ֥בֹת ִ ֖עיר וְ ֶא
ְ ת־נ֣ינְ ֵ ֔וה וְ ֶא
ִ ָיָצ֣א ַא ֑שּור וַ ּיִ֙ ֶ ֙בן ֶא
ן־ה ָ ֥א ֶרץ ַה ִ ֖הוא
ָ  ִמ. In this context, the word  ַאּׁשּורcould

mean either “Asshur,” the patriarch of the Assyrian
people (Genesis 10:22), or “Assyria.” Therefore, the
verse could be rendered either “Out of that land went
forth Asshur, and builded Nineveh, and the city

Layard’s motives for looking for Nineveh included a desire to demonstrate the historical reliability of the Scripture. In his popular
account (1851, 351), he recognized that “we have been fortunate enough to acquire the most convincing and lasting evidence of that
magnificence, and power, which made Nineveh the wonder of the ancient world, and her fall the theme of the prophets, as the most
signal instance of divine vengeance. Without the evidence that these monuments afford, we might almost have doubted that the
great Nineveh ever existed, so completely ‘has she become a desolation and a waste.’”
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Rehoboth, and Calah” (KJV) or “From that land he
[Nimrod] went forth into Assyria, and built Nineveh
and Rehoboth-Ir and Calah” (NASB). Both are
perfectly valid grammatically. It is not clear whether
Asshur the patriarch founded Nineveh or Nimrod
did. The principle of interpreting Scripture with
Scripture brings Micah 5:5 (5:6 Eng.) into the
discussion. Here, a parallel construction seems to
equate “Assyria” and “the land of Nimrod”:
And they shall waste the land of Assyria with the
sword,
and the land of Nimrod in the entrances thereof.

(KJV)
By this logic, Micah declares Nimrod the founder
of Nineveh (McKeating 1971, 179). Even this, though,
is based on interpretation of poetic conventions. It is
not certain. Possibly Micah does not equate Assyria
with Nimrod. Rather the text could be saying that the
Israelite shepherds would destroy both Assyria and
Babylon, with Babylon being “the land of Nimrod”
(Kaiser 1992, lxxii).
My hypothesis does not depend upon the outcome.
If Nimrod did found Nineveh, then the city began
in rebellion, being fathered by an archetype of
evil. However, Asshur—as patriarch of the
Assyrians—also qualifies as an ancient adversary.
This leads to a connection between Nahum and
Genesis 10:11. In Nahum 1:11, the prophet accuses,
הו֖ה ָר ָ ֑עה י ֵ ֹ֖עץ ְב ִל ָי ַֽעל׃
ָ ְ“( ִמ ֵ ּ֣מְך יָ ָ֔צא ח ֵ ֹ֥שב ַעל־יFrom you
(feminine singular) went forth one (masculine)
plotting evil against YHWH, a worthless counsellor”).
The first two Hebrew words contain a form of the
same construction of  א
     יָצ
ָ . . .  ִמן. (“From . . . went forth”)
that begins Genesis 10:11.
In Nahum 1:11, the identity of neither the feminine
nor masculine malefactor is clear. Nahum makes
extraordinary use of ambiguous pronouns. When
addressing an adversary, Nahum almost always
fails to provide an antecedent.9 In the Hebrew text of
Nahum 2:9 (2:8 Eng.), however, a feminine singular
pronoun is explicitly linked to Nineveh (Cook 2016c).
Reading this back into 1:11, it is the city that spit
forth an agent of evil. Notably, the text utilizes a
word that could simply be the adjective “worthless”
or it could invoke the proper name “Belial” (Eaton
1961, 60). This provides a grammatical tie to the
founding of Nineveh and a possible link to Nimrod in
the context of cosmic rebellion against God.

G. D. Cook

Another similarity between Nahum and Genesis
10:11 deserves attention. The Genesis verse speaks
of three, possibly four, Assyrian cities. Either Asshur
or Nimrod founded Nineveh, Rehoboth-Ir (Ir is the
Hebrew word for city), and Calah. Archaeologists
have excavated Nineveh (modern-day Mosul) and
Calah (modern-day Nimrud). Rehoboth remains
unknown to history outside of the Bible. The
possibility of a fourth city arises from a third possible
use of  ַאּׁשּור. For most of Assyrian history, the city of
Ashur dominated the nation. The same Hebrew word
could identify Assyria’s patriarch, nation, long-time
capital city, or even patron deity. Because of this,
whether intended or not, the names of four important
Assyrian cities appear in Genesis 10:11.
Three of these four names occur in Nahum, but in
dramatically different ways. The name Nineveh is
found in 1:1, 2:9 (2:8 Eng.), and 3:7. In each case, it
refers to the city. The same word for the city Ashur
appears in Nahum 3:18 in the construction ֶמ ֶלְך ַאּׁשּור
(“king of Assyria”). Most notably, the word ִרחֹבֹת
(“Rehoboth”) materializes in Nahum 2:5 (2:4 Eng.);
there it means “in the open plazas” () ָּב ְרחֹבֹות. The
forth city, Calah, requires some explanation. In
Genesis, the word is  ָּכ ַלח. Nahum used a word similar
in appearance and sound, but with a different ending
letter in 1:8, 9. There the common Hebrew word ָּכ ָלה
(“complete”) may or may not be making a wordplay
on the Assyrian city Calah. In all, Genesis 10:11
provides tantalizing possibilities of intentional
allusion that remain inconclusive on their own.
Genesis 10:6
The correspondences between Genesis 10:6 and
Nahum are fewer, but easier to demonstrate.
Throughout Nahum, the prophet taunts the usually
unidentified female adversary. A passage in Nahum
3 compares her unfavorably to the city of Thebes
(Cook 2016d, 181–186). In 663 BC, Ashurbanipal
marched his army to Egypt and then roughly 500
miles upriver before sacking Thebes. It seemed
impossible, yet Assyria accomplished it. Nahum
referred back to the event and mocked Nineveh. If
Thebes had fallen so easily, Nineveh should fear.
Thebes had natural advantages that dwarfed
Nineveh’s. Among these were friends. Assyria had
none. All nations hated the empire. To demonstrate
Nineveh’s inferiority, Nahum listed the Theban

Floyd (2000, 26) offers a deft analysis of this phenomenon: “They are distinguished only by their grammatical number and gender,
and characterized by roles that are very minimally defined. Many scholars have attempted to specify the historical identity of
these addressees on the basis of external criteria by placing each segment in the context of some well-known event. Such appeals
to history remained inconclusive, however, because the description in each segment is so brief and so vague that it can hardly
constitute a direct reference to any particular event. This approach has not only reduced the text to a hodgepodge; it has also
resulted in confusion regarding the nature of that hodgepodge.” Likewise, Spronk (1997, 63): “The constant shift of pronouns and
forms of address at the end of chap. 1 and the beginning of chap. 2 keeps puzzling the interpreters.” As noted, this has led to many
hypotheses. One example comes from Keller (1972, 407), who suggests that the rapid shifts are a literary device meant to signal a
heated debate between Nahum and Judean counterparts.
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allies: “Cush ( )ּכּוׁשwas her strength, and Egypt
(ּומ ִצ ַריִ ם
ִ ) without end. Put ( )ּפּוטand Lybia were
among her helpers” (3:9). The list corresponds to
Ham’s offspring: “And the sons of Ham: Cush ()ּכּוׁש
and Mizraim (ּומ ִצ ַריִם
ִ ) and Put ( )ּופּוטand Canaan”
(Genesis 10:6).
The repetition of these names, in identical order,
recalls Genesis 10. These three Hebrew words occur
together thrice: Genesis 10:6; 1 Chronicles 1:8;
Nahum 3:9. As Chronicles reached its final form well
after Nahum, and Chronicles recounts the genealogy
in Genesis, the only possible allusion could be to the
Table of Nations account. The patriarchs in Genesis
have become nations in Nahum, but the conspicuous
copying of names and order likely links the two texts.
Genesis 11:3–8
Genesis 11:3 details the methods by which the
builders erected the tower. In Hebrew, this includes
two variations on the root “( חמרtar” and “mortar”).
Late in the book, Nahum used the same root to taunt
Nineveh to fortify its walls ( ; ַבח ֶֹמר3:14). In both
passages, Mesopotamians used local building
materials in a futile attempt to withstand the will of
God.
The motive for the rebellious building project
includes the desire to “make to us a name (”) ֵׁשם
(Genesis 11:4). The Hebrew word for name is one of
the most common in the Old Testament. Therefore,
its occurrence in Nahum is not remarkable. The
context in which it is placed, however, does suggest
Babel. As Gordon Johnston (2002, 22) has observed,
“Nahum’s allusions created an ironic reversal.” At
Babel, God’s judgment thwarted self-exaltation;
likewise, in Nahum. In the fourteenth verse of the
book, the prophet informed an unidentified male
enemy that “YHWH has commanded concerning you:
no more shall your name ( ) ִמ ִּׁש ִמָךbe sown.” At the
end of the book, this figure is finally identified as the
“king of Assyria” ( ; ֶמ ֶלְך ַאּׁשּור3:18). The taunt that
the name of  ַאּׁשּורwould fade may include wordplay
on Genesis 10–11. Wordplay is a “dominant feature
of Hebrew poetry” (Zogbo and Wendland 2000, 40). It
also “was evidence of a poet’s mastery of language,
and in the case of the prophets must have increased
their authority” (Watson 1986, 245). Therefore, it is
probably not coincidence that in Genesis 10:22, Shem
() ֵׁשם, whose name means “name,” is the father of
Asshur () ַאּׁשּור. These themes triangulate in Nahum.
The curse against the Asshur figure in 1:14 recalls
both his ancestry and the Babel rebellion.
The final parallel between Babel and Nahum also
pertains to the scatterer. In the Babel account, God
“came down” (Genesis 11:5) and later declared, “let
us go down” (11:7). The judgment against Babel
entailed a visitation and a scattering. Nahum copied
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this structure. The book begins with a theophany.
Nahum 1:2–8 describes God’s dramatic descent to
avenge Himself upon His enemies. This causes
creation to come undone. In Nahum 1:9–14, God
incapacitates these enemies before announcing the
scatterer in 2:2 (2:1 Eng.).
Conclusion
The above evidence supports the article’s
hypothesis that Nahum intentionally alluded to
Genesis 10–11. Allusions occur frequently in the
Old Testament, particularly in Hebrew poetry (Alter
1992, 128). As Robert Alter (1992, 110–111) has
demonstrated, “purposeful literary allusions” are “a
pointed activation of one text by another, conveying a
connection in difference or a difference in connection
through some conspicuous similarity in phrasing,
in motif, or in narrative situation.” Nahum used
conspicuous similarities in vocabulary, phrasing, and
motif to link the demise of Nineveh with its founding.
The correspondence between the names in Genesis
10:6 and Nahum 3:9 set the prophecy in the context of
the founding of civilizations. The appearance of three
names from Genesis 10:11—and a possible fourth—
in Nahum also suggests that the prophet intended
his original audience to recognize a reference to the
founding of Nineveh. Furthermore, links between
Nahum and Babel include building with mortar,
making a name, God’s descent, and God’s scattering.
Together, these similarities present strong evidence
of purposeful literary allusions to Babel in Nahum.
With this established, the next question is “What
was the purpose of the allusions?” This article
contended that the prophet orchestrated these
references to prophesy the dispersion of Assyria.
The correlation between Nahum and Genesis has
gone unexplored because commentators have come
to Nahum with the presupposition that it primarily
pertained to God’s destruction of Assyria. Nahum
does prophesy the destruction of Assyrian power—
but not its people. The military machine that spread
misery and death throughout the ancient Near East
met its end. Assyria’s political and religious influence
vanished. Still, a prophecy remained:
In that day shall there be a highway out of Egypt to
Assyria, and the Assyrian shall come into Egypt, and
the Egyptian into Assyria, and the Egyptians shall
serve with the Assyrians. In that day shall Israel
be the third with Egypt and with Assyria, even a
blessing in the midst of the land: Whom the LORD of
hosts shall bless, saying, Blessed be Egypt my people,
and Assyria the work of my hands, and Israel mine
inheritance. (Isaiah 19:23–25 KJV; italics original)

At the rebellion of Babel, God could have come in
violence. He did not. He confused the language and
dispersed the rebels. They went throughout world,
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spreading their counterfeit religions and building
more towers. God’s purpose remained: to gather “a
great multitude, which no man could number, of
all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues”
to stand “before the throne, and before the Lamb,
clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands”
and cry “with a loud voice, saying, Salvation to our
God which sitteth upon the throne, and unto the
Lamb” (Revelation 7:9–10 KJV). A careful reading of
Nahum demonstrates that God unleashed a similar
judgment upon Nineveh so that Assyrians would be
counted in that number.
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